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ABSTRACT
We show the best current simulations of the absorption and emission features pre-
dicted from thermal-radiative winds produced from X-ray illumination of the outer
accretion disc in binary systems. We use the density and velocity structure derived
from a radiation hydrodynamic code as input to a Monte-Carlo radiation transport
calculation. The initial conditions are matched to those of the black hole binary system
H1743-322 in its soft, disc dominated state, where wind features are seen in Chandra
grating data. Our simulation fits well to the observed line profile, showing that these
physical wind models can be the origin of the absorption features seen, rather than
requiring a magnetically driven wind. We show how the velocity structure is key ob-
servable discriminator between magnetic and thermal winds. Magnetic winds are faster
at smaller radii, whereas thermal winds transition to a static atmosphere at smaller
radii. New data from XRISM (due for launch Jan 2022) will give an unprecedented
view of the physics of the wind launch and acceleration processes, but the existence
of static atmospheres in small disc systems already rules out magnetic winds which
assume self-similar magnetic fields from the entire disc as the origin of the absorption
features seen.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – hydrodynamics – black hole physics – X-
rays:binaries
1 INTRODUCTION
Accretion disc winds play an important role in the physics
of accretion onto compact objects, carrying significant mass,
angular momentum and/or kinetic energy away from the
system. These winds are ubiquitous across the mass scale,
from protostars (e.g.Bjerkeli et al. 2016) through to stellar
mass compact objects (both black holes and neutron stars)
in X-ray binaries (e.g. Ponti et al. 2012; Dı´az Trigo & Boirin
2016) and the supermassive black holes in active galactic
nuclei (AGN) at the centre of galaxies (e.g. Nardini et al.
2015). The stellar mass black hole binaries (BHB) especially
? E-mail: ryota.tomaru@ipmu.jp
offer a window into the poorly known physics of how the
outflows are launched and accelerated as they vary dramat-
ically in both spectral shape and brightness on easily ob-
served timescales of few days to few months. This allows us
to study how the wind responds to the changing accretion
flow, constraining its nature. This is especially marked dur-
ing the transition from thermal disc dominated spectra (soft
state) (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) to the Comptonized spec-
tra (hard state), most likely from a hot, geometrically thick,
optically thin type accretion flow (Ichimaru 1977; Narayan
& Yi 1994) which is also the base of the jet seen in this state
(Fender et al. 2004).
The existence of winds are shown by blueshifted absorp-
tion lines from highly ionised ions. These are only seen in soft
© 2015 The Authors
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2 Tomaru et al.
state but not in hard state (Ponti et al. 2012), anti-correlated
with the radio jet which is seen in the hard state but not in
the soft. This was thought to be evidence that the wind was
magnetically driven by the same field as was responsible for
the jet, but in a different geometric configuration (Neilsen
& Lee 2009). However, in Tomaru et al. (2019, hereafter
Paper I) we show instead that thermally driven winds can
explain this switch (see also Done et al. 2018; Shidatsu &
Done 2019). Thermal driving produces a wind by irradiation
from the central source heating the surface of accretion disc
up to the Compton temperature (TIC ∼ 107 − 108K), which
is hot enough for its thermal energy to overcome the gravity
at large radii. The characteristic radius at which the wind
can be launched is called the Compton radius, defined by
RIC = µmpGM/kTIC ∼ 105 − 106Rg (Begelman et al. 1983).
Paper I show the first modern radiation hydrodynamic simu-
lations of thermal (and thermal-radiative) winds designed to
investigate the switch in wind properties between the hard
and soft states changing illumination spectra. These simu-
lations were tailored to the BHB system H1743-332, where
there is Chandra high resolution data in both states giv-
ing detailed spectral information on the wind or its absence
(Miller et al. 2012; Shidatsu & Done 2019). They incorpo-
rate radiation force on the electrons, both bound and free,
as they show that this is important factor driving the es-
cape of the thermal wind in the fairly high Eddington frac-
tion (L/LEdd ∼ 0.2 − 0.3), fairly low Compton temperature
(TIC ∼ 0.1×108 K) characteristics of the soft state. The only
other modern hydrodynamic simulation of thermal winds
(e.g. Luketic et al. 2010; Higginbottom & Proga 2015; Hig-
ginbottom et al. 2018 ) have not included radiation pres-
sure, which is important in setting the velocity structure for
L ≥ 0.3LEdd as required here (Paper I).
Paper I shows that the thermal-radiative wind calcu-
lation match well to the observed wind properties (column
densities of the absorption lines of Fe XXV and Fe XXVI, to-
gether with the velocity) derived from Chandra grating data.
Here we take the wind density and velocity field produced
in the radiation hydrodynamic calculations and use this as
input to a Monte-Carlo radiation transport code, monaco
(Odaka et al. 2011) to make more detailed calculations and
simulations of the iron line emission and absorption line
profiles. We show that these match well to current data,
and use these to predict the signatures of thermal-radiative
winds in the upcomming high resolution observations using
XRISM/Resolve (due for launch Jan 2022). Additionally,
we show how this X-ray heated disc atmosphere/wind can
strongly constrain the alternative magnetic wind models.
2 METHOD
H1743-322 is one of the BHB which shows wind features dur-
ing its outbursts (Miller et al. 2006). Its binary parameters
are not well known, but in Paper I we show a simulation
in section (4.2) which is most consistent with the overall
wind properties seen in the Chandra grating data. This uses
black hole mass M = 7 M, inclination i = 75 ± 3◦ and dis-
tance D = 8.5 kpc (Steiner et al. 2012) with outer disc radius
Rout = 1.2 × 105 Rg. The simulation includes realistic heat-
ing/cooling rates of the plasma calculated from the cloudy
(Ferland 2003) photo-ionisation code for the observed broad-
band spectrum. It also incorporates the expected shadowing
effect from the X-ray heated atmosphere above the inner
disc. This shields the outer disc from direct irradiation until
the flared shape of the outer disc rises above the shadow
Begelman & McKee (1983).
We use the density and velocity results of this radiation
hydrodynamics simulation (Fig. 1) as input to the radiative
transfer Monte-Carlo code monaco (Odaka et al. 2011). We
rebin these via bi-linear interpolation to reduce the simula-
tion grid from (Nr, Nθ ) = (120, 240) to (60, 120) and only in-
clude the region of θ = 30−88◦ i.e. removing the low density
polar region and the high density disc region. We explicitly
include azimuth, so the total grids we use are 60 (radial) and
51 (polar) and 32 (azimuth).
monaco uses the Geant4 toolkit library (Agostinelli
et al. 2003) for photon tracking in an arbitrary three-
dimensional geometry, but has its own modules handling
photon interactions Watanabe et al. (2006); Odaka et al.
(2011) so that it can treat the interactions such as photo-
ionisation or photo-excitation, and photons generated via
recombination and atomic de-excitation. Scattering by free
electrons also is taken into account. The code also handles
the Doppler shift of the absorption cross section from the
velocity structure of the material. This cross section is cal-
culated for the photon energy in the comoving frame and
Lorentz tansformed back into the rest frame. The Doppler
broadening of temperature and turbulent motion is also con-
sidered. The atomic data for all the transitions considered
are tabulated in Mizumoto et al in prep, and the overall iron
abundance is AFe = 3.3 × 10−5.
monaco also requires the distribution of ion popula-
tions and temperature in addition to density and velocity.
We obtain these more accurately than is possible in the more
approximate approach of the radiation hydrodynamic code
by solving the one dimensional radiation transfer along line
of sight using cloudy. We chain cloudy radially through
the density structure and use the output spectrum of in-
ner grid as the input spectrum to the next grid. The ini-
tial source spectrum is the same as that used to make the
radiation hydrodynamic simulation i.e. is the spectrum of
H1743-322 in its soft state at the time of the Chandra grat-
ing observation of Miller et al. (2006).
Fig. 2 shows the resulting distribution of the density of
Fe XXVI, Fe XXV (left, middle) and temperature (right). The
density of both H and He-like Fe is highest near to the mid-
plane because this is where the wind density is highest (see
Fig.1. H-like iron is produced interior to He-like iron as it is
formed at a higher ionisation parameter. The temperature in
most of the wind region is the Compton temperature (TIC =
0.1×108K), except for the highest density region near to the
disc surface.
We generate photons isotropically from the centre over
the energy range 6.5 − 8.5 keV with 1 eV resolution (3000
bins). The total number of input photons is 1.4 × 108.
monaco tracks all the interactions of these photons from
their creation to eventual escape.
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Figure 1. Distribution of the density (top), outflow velocity (bot-
tom). The dark blue region of velocity map means negative ve-
locity
3 IRON LINE EMISSION AND ABSORPTION
LINE PROFILES
We first simulate the spectrum exactly as predicted by the
radiative hydrodynamic model. While this is the best calcu-
lation of the wind structure to date, there are still some 3D
effects which it does not include, such as warping of the disc
from radiation pressure and tidal forces (Schandl & Meyer
1994; Ogilvie & Dubus 2001), and the impact of the accre-
tion stream onto the disc and wind (Smak 1970; Armitage
& Livio 1998). These processes could result in additional
velocity components, which could develop into a fully tur-
bulent flow, characterised by vturb = vR, so we show a second
simulation including isotropic turbulence at this level. The
only impact of this turbulence is to give additional Doppler
broadening to the emission and absorption lines.
Fig. 3 (without turbulence) and 4 (with turbulence)
show the resulting spectra at three difference inclination an-
gles. In both models, the absorption lines increase strongly
with inclination angle as the line of sight intercepts more of
the higher density material close to the disc plane, whereas
the scattered component (sum of continuum plus the emis-
sion lines) is almost constant with inclination angle. Hence
the emission lines are more prominent at low inclination an-
gles as they are not filled in by the absorption.
The model without turbulence shows that there are sep-
arate velocity components to the absorption lines at high
inclinations. Fig. 5 shows the velocity structure along a
line of sight at 75◦, together with the ion columns in He-
and H-like iron. The velocity plot clearly shows that there
is static/inflowing material at small radii, at high ionisa-
tion state. There is then a rapid acceleration zone from
R = 0.1 − 0.2 RIC as the thermal-radiative wind starts to
be launched. The wind is most efficiently launched at radii
≥ 0.2 RIC so the wind mass loss rate rises towards larger
radii, but its velocity also rises so the ion columns remain
mostly constant in this region. The columns start to rise
again as the velocity accelerates past 200 km/s and towards
a plateau at 400 km/s, and the increase in density means
a decrease in ionisation state, increasing the contribution
from Fe XXV. Edge effects then come into play as the outer
disc radius is reached at Rout = 0.2 RIC for this simulation.
The wind runs out of new material, so there is no back pres-
sure from the wind outside of this point. The streamlines
splay outwards, giving a fast drop in density, and hence a
fast decrease in ion columns and increase in ionisation state
(Fig.5b). Thus the major part of both He- and H-like iron
absorption arises from ∼ 0.2 RIC, where the material has a
fairly constant velocity of around 400 km/s, with an addi-
tional column of predominantly H-like Fe in the acceleration
zone. This explains the two sets of narrow Fe XXVI doublet
lines seen in Fig. 3c.
Our assumption for the fully turbulent solution is that
vturb = vR, so the turbulent velocity follows the radial out-
flow velocity structure. This smears out some of the obvious
velocity substructure, but the acceleration zone has lower
turbulent broadening so is still distinct in the simulation.
We show the equivalent width (EW) of the H- and He-
like absorption lines at each angle in Fig. 6. We measure
these following Tomaru et al. (2018) by fitting the total
spectrum (black lines in Fig. 4) by an arbitrary function
aE2 + bE + c (a, b and c are free parameters), excluding the
line regions, then numerically integrate the difference be-
tween this continuum and the simulation data. EWs for the
model including turbulence are larger at the highest inclina-
tion angles as the lines in the initial simulation are saturated.
The maximum Fe XXVI EW is around ∼ 30 eV (with turbu-
lence) compared to ∼ 20 eV (without). There is also emission
from the wind, but the EW of these features is very small.
4 FITTING TO CURRENT AND FUTURE
HIGH RESOLUTION DATA
4.1 Chandra HETGS
We now take the monaco results both without and with
turbulence and fit them to the Chandra high energy trans-
mission grating spectrometer (HETGS) first order data of
the soft state in H1743-322 (OBSID:3803). Free parameters
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2015)
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Figure 2. Distributions of ion density Fe XXVI (left), Fe XXV (middle) and temperature (right) calculated by cloudy
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Figure 3. The results using the density/velocity structure from the hydrodynamic simulations (i.e. no additional turbulent velocity). Each
panel shows the calculated spectra (black) seen at inclination of 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦, normalised by the incident spectrum. The transmitted
(red) and scattered (green) components are also shown.
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Figure 4. As in Fig.3 but including additional saturated turbulent velocity (vturb = vR)
in these fits are inclination angle and normalization (We
impliment these models into XSPEC as tabulated additive
model). Both models can fit the observational data equally
well (Fig. 7) for inclination angles of 78◦ (with turbulence)
or 81◦ (without). This could indicate a marginal preference
for turbulence as the expected angle from the binary param-
eters is 75±3◦ (Steiner et al. 2012), but the difference is small
and the difference in χ2 is more to do with the line equiva-
lent width (which could be changed easily by changing the
disc size and/or source luminosity: Paper I) than with the
intrinsic width.
To really resolve the line profiles such as the velocity
separation of static corona and the outflowing wind and
understand whether or not turbulence is present requires
higher resolution than possible in Chandra grating data.
Hence we now consider whether the X-ray micro calorime-
ters on-board future X-ray satellites such as XRISM can
better distinguish the intrinsic velocity structure.
4.2 Simulated XRISM/Resolve observations
We simulate a XRISM/Resolve observation from the simula-
tion models which give the best fit to the Chandra HETGS
data. The Resolve calorimeter gives 5 eV energy resolution
at 6 keV in its best modes (High plus Medium resolution
events, hereafter H+M). However, this energy resolution is
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2015)
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Figure 5. The radial profile of velocity (top) and ratios of local
ion column density to that of total at i = 75◦ (bottom). Colours
show Fe XXVI (red) and Fe XXV (green), respectively,
produced by modelling the pulse height shape to determine
the total energy of the event. This is done by template
matching to the fast rise, exponential decay shape, and the
energy in the event can be accurately reconstructed if no
other event arrives in the 30 millisecond period covered by
the template. Where events overlap, the energy cannot be
reconstructed so accurately (Low resolution events). With
higher sampling rate it might be possible to determine the
pulse shape more accurately for these piled-up events, but
the on-board computer power is limited and can only handle
template matching for a maximum 50 c/s. Above this limit,
Low resolution events give a degraded resolution of around
30 eV at iron (comparable to Chandra HETGS first order
data).
The XRISM/Resolve detector is split into four quad-
rants, with counts from each quadrant handled separately,
so the maximum count rate is 200 c/s, which corresponds
to around 100 mCrab source for an on-axis point source.
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Figure 6. The angular dependence of equivalent width Fe XXVI
(Lyα1: 6.953 keV + Lyα2: 6.973 keV, red) and Fe XXV (Heα y:
6.668 keV + Heα w: 6.700 keV, black ) with vturb = 0 (top)
and vturb = vR (bottom). Error bars are calculated from Poisson
noise.
Sources with higher predicted count rates will need miti-
gation strategies for the observations to reduce the count
rates to these levels, using a combination of filters and/or
offsets. These effects can be seen in the Hitomi/SXS ob-
servation of the Crab. This was performed with the gate
valve closed, which cuts out all flux below 2 keV and re-
duces the higher energy count rate by a factor 2 compared
to a standard observation. These SXS data did indeed show
a ∼ 50 c/s/quadrant limit (Hitomi collaboration 2017)
We simulated the soft spectrum of H1743-322 from a
continuum model determined from the quasi-simultaneous
RXTE data corresponding to the Chandra HETGS data
(OBSID:3803). This has 2-10 keV of 1.7 × 10−8 ergs cm
−2 s −1, or around 1 Crab, and predicted 0.3-2 keV flux
of 2.3×10−9 ergs cm−2 s−1 using an assumed column density
of 1.6 × 1022 cm−2 (Shidatsu & Done 2019). This results in
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2015)
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Table 1. Single kabs fits to the simulated XRISM Resolve data
vturb = 0 vturb = vR
NXXVI (1018 cm−2) 0.55 ± 0.04 0.67 ± 0.05
kT (keV) 30+6−5 59
11
−10
z × 10−3 −1.04 ± 0.08 −1.1 ± 0.1
χ2/ν 350/294 326/294
1000 c/s, clearly outside of the scope of the electronics, so
we consider mitigation strategies.
The Beryllium filter is designed especially to reduce the
low energy flux so as to leave as many counts as possible in
the higher energy bandpass. However, interstellar absorption
in our Galaxy produces a similar effect. It makes only a 20%
reduction in the count rate of H1743-322, though all the
counts lost are soft. The effect is similar to a neutral column
density of 2.5×1022 cm−2, so this will not have much effect for
more absorbed bright Galactic sources. The ratio of flux in
the iron line band (6.5-7.5 keV) to the full band (0.3-10 keV)
is ∼ 1/40 without the Be filter, and ∼ 1/33 with the Be
filter. A combination of the Be filter and an offset pointing,
so that the image is centred on one quadrant rather than
illuminating all quadrants equally, may completely saturate
one quadrant, but allow events from the other 3 quadrants
to be close to the maximum, giving H+M events. The total
H+M high resolution events could then be up to 150 c/s,
though 100 c/s is a more reasonable expectation factoring
in potential losses from cross-talk.
Alternatively, there is a neutral density filter which re-
duces flux at all energies by a factor 4. This would reduce
our predicted count-rate to ∼ 250 c/s not far from the elec-
tronics limit of ∼ 200 c/s.
Hence we expect a maximum count rate of 100-200 c/s
for the H+M resolution data from our initial spectrum which
has 1000 c/s. We conservatively assume a factor 10 loss,
so we simulate a 3 ks XRISM/Resolve exposure as corre-
sponding to a 30 ks observation. Fig. 8 shows the resulting
energy spectrum and its statistical uncertainties around the
Fe XXVI iron line band for the model without turbulence and
then one with turbulence. We fit both spectra with a single
kabs component (Ueda et al. 2004, including corrections
from Kubota et al. 2007). This model includes the full Voigt
line profile for both components of the doublet (Kα1 and
Kα2, with ratio fixed to that expected from atomic physics).
The free parameters are the column density of the ion, the
isotropic turbulent velocity, in terms of the equivalent tem-
perature, kT keV, and any red or blue shift indicating bulk
inflow/outflow. The lower panel shows the residuals to this
fit, with parameters detailed in Table 1.
There are clear residuals in the pure hydrodynamic sim-
ulations results. We include a second kabs component and
the fit is very significantly improved, with ∆χ2 = 90 for 3
additional free parameters. There is a smaller but still sig-
nificant improvement for the turbulent wind, with ∆χ2 = 20,
with all parameters of the two components shown in Ta-
ble 2. This shows that XRISM can resolve the infall/outflow
velocity structure expected even in the fairly weak thermal-
radiative wind modelled here, and even in the presence of
fully developed turbulence.
Table 2. Double kabs fits to the simulated XRISM Resolve data
vturb = 0 vturb = vR
N1,XXVI (1018 cm−2) 0.46+0.14−0.06 0.49+0.110.18
kT1 (keV) 3.4+2.3−1.8 43 ± 22
z1 × 10−3 −1.35 ± 0.05 −1.5+0.3−0.4
N2, XXVI (1018 cm−2) 0.18 ± 0.03 0.170.17−0.09
kT2 (keV) 4.4+5.7−3.1 5.4±+11−5.0
z2 × 10−3 0.08+0.09−0.11 −0.2+0.1−0.2
χ2/ν 261/291 308/291
5 DISCUSSION: DISTINGUISHING
BETWEEN THERMAL-RADIATIVE AND
MAGNETIC WINDS
The XRISM simulations shown here can clearly resolve the
line produced in this thermal-radiative simulation into two
velocity substructures, one which is static (or slightly in-
falling) from the X-ray heated disc atmosphere at small
radii where the material does not have enough thermal en-
ergy to escape, and the outflowing wind at larger radii.
This can be seen even in the presence of saturated tur-
bulence. Conversely, current models of magnetically driven
winds (e.g.Fukumura et al. 2010; Chakravorty et al. 2016)
which assume self-similar magnetic fields from the entire disc
launch winds at all radii, with velocity decreasing going out-
wards. These models do not predict that there can be static
material anywhere, least of all at radii smaller than where
the outflow is produced. However, this static material in the
thermal-radiative winds can only be seen if there is sub-
stantial column in Fe XXVI and XXV at the launch radius.
A much higher luminosity could result in material close to
the launch radius being completely ionised, so that Fe XXVI
and XXV are predominantly produced at larger radii so would
not show this characteristic signature. Alternatively, a much
larger disc but with the same irradiating spectrum and lumi-
nosity would produce more wind, so the contribution of the
static material might be lost in the heavier absorption from
the outflow. H1743-322 in this soft state (L ∼ 0.3LEdd and
TIC,8 ∼ 0.10) has the ideal parameters to show this transition
from static corona to wind predicted in the thermal-radiative
models
However, we note that testing this characteristic veloc-
ity pattern is already possible using the neutron star binary
systems. The sample accumulated by Dı´az Trigo & Boirin
(2016) shows that winds are only seen in systems with large
discs, whereas systems with small discs have only static ab-
sorption features. Thus it is already clear that the absorb-
ing material forms a structure where there is static mate-
rial at smaller radii, with the wind produced only at larger
radii. This is clearly consistent with expected behaviour of
thermal-radiative winds as stressed by Dı´az Trigo & Boirin
(2016). However, here we stress the converse, that this is
inconsistent with self-similar magnetic wind models, since
they are outflowing everywhere, and with larger velocity
at smaller radii. These models predict that systems with
smaller discs which show absorption features should have
faster winds. This is not observed, ruling out a origin of
self-similar magnetic winds for these features.
There could still be magnetic winds which are impor-
tant dynamically, but are too highly ionised to give absorp-
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2015)
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Figure 7. Chandra HETGS data with best fit model of vturb = 0 (left) and vturb = vR (right). Best fit inclination angle is 81◦ and 78◦
respectively.
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Figure 8. Simulated spectrum of a 30ks XRISM observation (live time fraction of 0.1) for the model with no additional turbulence (left),
and vturb = vR (right) around the Fe XXVI Kα doublet line energy. The absorption is modelled using a single kabs component (red).
The lower panel shows the residuals as a ratio between the data and model at each energy. Clearly Resolve can determine the velocity
structure in the lines even at these low velocities.
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Figure 9. As Fig. 8 but fitted by double kabs model
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tion features. Large scale magnetic fields torque the disc,
so can be the source of angular momentum transport even
if the resulting Blandford-Payne wind (Blandford & Payne
1982) is not the source of the observed absorption features.
However, there are also problems with this approach as a
self-similar magnetic wind is (by definition) launched at all
radii, so it will disrupt the static disc atmosphere at small
radii predicted by the thermal wind models, and seen in
the small disc systems. This atmosphere (and wind in the
larger system) acts as a calorimeter, showing how much en-
ergy and momentum is transported by an otherwise invis-
ible magnetic wind. While the thermal-radiative wind re-
gion has dense material preferentially in equatorial direc-
tions, the X-ray heated disc atmosphere lies directly above
the disc so is sensitive to energy/momentum flux from a
magnetic wind launched in any direction. The extent to
which XRISM/resolve observations show consistency with
the thermal-radiative disc atmosphere/wind predictions also
strongly constrains the existence of self-similar magnetic
wind from the disc.
One of magnetic winds not constrained by these con-
siderations is one which arises only in the hot inner flow re-
gion. This is characteristic of the truncated disc models for
the low/hard state in black hole binaries (equivalently the
island state in neutron stars). This region is radially sep-
arated from the disc, so a Blandford-Payne wind anchored
into this inner hot flow would not impact and/or disrupt
the X-ray heated atmosphere/wind over the disc. However,
a more common name for such a wind is the jet, and the
best current models which use large scale magnetic fields to
transport angular momentum in the hot flow region are fo-
cused on powering the compact radio jets seen in this state
(Marcel et al. 2018a,b).
6 CONCLUSIONS
In our previous work we showed state of the art numeri-
cal hydrodynamic simulations of a thermal-radiative wind.
We tailored this simulation to explain the column density,
ionisation state and velocity of the absorption features seen
in Chandra HETGS data from the black hole binary sys-
tem H1743-322 in its soft, disc dominated state. Here we
calculate the detailed absorption and emission line profiles
predicted by this model by using the density/velocity struc-
ture as input to a Monte Carlo radiation transport code.
The results fit well to the HETGS data, showing that these
physical wind models can indeed be the origin of the ab-
sorption features seen, rather than requiring a magnetically
driven wind.
This is the best current calculation of these winds and
their observable absorption/emission features, but it does
not incorporate all the potential physics of the outer disc.
This could include warps and the impact of the accretion
stream, both of which could induce turbulence, so we also
calculate the line profile predicted for saturated turbulence
in the thermal-radiative wind. Current HETGS data can nei-
ther distinguish models with and without additional turbu-
lence nor identify the velocity separation between the static
corona and the outflowing wind, but we show that future ob-
servations with XRISM/Resolve (due for launch Jan 2022)
will be able to distinguish the detailed velocity structure in
the absorption lines at this level, giving an unprecedented
view of the wind launch and acceleration processes.
While it is already clear that thermal-radiative winds
are consistent with current observations of H1743-322, using
the entire sample of absorption features detected from ac-
creting black holes and neutron stars gives more information.
These show that static absorbers are seen in systems with
small discs, whereas winds are only seen in larger systems.
This is not only consistent with thermal-radiative winds, but
crucially, is inconsistent with self-similar magnetic winds as
these instead predict faster outflows at smaller radii. Thus,
these magnetic winds are strongly disfavoured as the origin
of the absorption features seen in the black hole and neutron
star binary systems.
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